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Abstract

In the interior of neutron stars, the induction equation regulates the long-term evolution of the magnetic
fields by means of resistivity, Hall dynamics and ambipolar diffusion. Despite the apparent simplicity and
compactness of the equation, the dynamics it describes is not trivial and its understanding relies on accurate
numerical simulations. While a few works in 2D have reached a mature stage and a consensus on the general
dynamics at least for some simple initial data, only few attempts have been performed in 3D, due to the
computational costs and the need for a proper numerical treatment of the intrinsic non-linearity of the equation.
Here, we carefully analyze the general induction equation, studying its characteristic structure, and we present
a new Cartesian 3D code, generated by the user-friendly, publicly available Simflowny platform. The code
uses high-order numerical schemes for the time and spatial discretization, and relies on the highly-scalable
SAMRAI architecture for the adaptive mesh refinement. We present the application of the code to several
benchmark tests, showing the high order of convergence and accuracy achieved and the capabilities in terms
of magnetic shock resolution and three-dimensionality. This paper paves the way for the applications to a
realistic, 3D long-term evolution of neutron stars interior and, possibly, of other astrophysical sources.
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1. Introduction

The induction equation plays a key role in many
physical problems involving magnetized plasma flows.
In the most common and simple model for the
study of plasmas, namely ideal magnetohydrodynam-
ics (MHD), this equation arises from the combina-
tion of Faraday’s law and the ideal Ohm’s law for a
perfect conductor, which simply relates the electric
field to the cross product of the fluid velocity and the
magnetic field. The two basic assumptions in ideal
MHD are that all the components of the plasma are
strongly coupled (a single fluid), and that the resis-
tive timescales are much longer than the dynamical
timescales of interest. If some of the previous as-
sumptions are relaxed, more complex theoretical de-
scriptions are required. For example, relaxing the
assumption of negligible resistivity leads to resistive
MHD, in which a term proportional to the electric
current, is introduced in Ohm’s law.

In addition, each constituent of the plasma may
have a different hydrodynamical velocity. Thus,
multi-fluid models with a separate set of equations
for each component would be required to properly
describe the dynamics of the plasma [1]. Although
they are more accurate and have a larger range of
applicability, their numerical cost is significant. Nev-
ertheless, the additional complexity can often be syn-
thetized in simpler descriptions that combine the
equations of all, or several of, the constituents of the
plasma and rely on the use of a generalized Ohm’s
law.

An important MHD extension of practical inter-
est is that of Hall MHD, a limit in which one
charged component (usually electrons) is free to
move, while the other charged particles (typically
ions) have a restricted mobility, or in other words,
their gyro-frequency is much longer than other rele-
vant timescales. Under this conditions, the electro-
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magnetic field evolves according to a non-linear in-
duction equation with an electric field corrected by
an extra term proportional to the Lorentz force. Hall
MHD finds direct applications in plasma physics and
astrophysics [2]. For instance, it is used to describe
opening switches in plasma laboratories, magnetic re-
connections in the magneto-pause and magneto-tail
(see, e.g. [3, 4, 5]), interstellar magnetic field dynam-
ics, plasma expansion models, small-scale dynamos,
and proto-planetary disks [6, 7, 8]. The limit in which
ions are considered completely fixed, and only the dy-
namics of one charged fluid (electrons) is relevant is
also known as electron MHD (eMHD). A comprehen-
sive review of Hall MHD, including its characteristic
modes and the most suitable numerical methods to
deal with it is described in [9, 10].

A different approximation holds if we assume
that both positive and negatively charged fluids are
strongly coupled to each other, but they are weakly
coupled to the neutral components, so that the differ-
ence of their velocities is smaller than their average
(but not zero). In this case, there is a drift of the cou-
pled charged components with respect to the neutral
fluid. This is usually called ambipolar diffusion, and
has been studied in a variety of astrophysical scenar-
ios, like solar physics [11, 12], star formation [13],
accretion disks and molecular clouds [14, 15].

Focusing on neutron stars, all the above described
effects have been found to be important at differ-
ent stages of their long-term evolution (see eg. [16]).
These compact stellar objects are thought to be con-
stituted by a highly (or very likely super-) conduc-
tive core with a radius of about 10 km, where mat-
ter is extremely packed under unique and only par-
tially understood conditions of high pressure and
density for which the nuclear forces dominate; a
∼ km-thick crust, resembling an ultra-high-density
(1010 − 1014 g cm−3) metal; a thin liquid and/or
gaseous envelope (sometimes called ocean), and usu-
ally a ∼cm-thick atmosphere. In the crust, fully
pressure-ionized electrons are free to move in a lattice
of heavy ions, therefore being well represented by the
eMHD limit. The evolution of magnetic fields in the
crust of neutron stars has been thoroughly studied
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] with more or less realis-
tic 2D simulations over relevant timescales (typically,
Myr), including the resistive (or Ohmic) and Hall
terms and sometimes coupling temperature and mag-
netic field evolution. Independently, a set of papers
[24, 25, 26] have confirmed the general picture of the

Hall dynamics found in the works mentioned above.
Those works used a code that includes only the mag-
netic field evolution and pointed out new interesting
effects. They find a Hall-attractor solution, which
corresponds to a quasi-stationary state that slowly
evolves due to the simultaneous Hall and resistive
terms. Recently, the first 3D attempts to the whole
problem have been presented in [27] and [28], in which
the authors use a mixed spectral-finite difference code
to simulate a neutron star crust coupled with external
vacuum. Their results show new dynamics and the
creation and persistence of km-size magnetic struc-
tures over long timescales. In the core, however,
the situation is less clear and there is increasing evi-
dence that ambipolar diffusion and/or fluid motions
are key to describe the magnetic field evolution. Sev-
eral recent papers have started to address this prob-
lem with numerical simulations or novel theoretical
ideas [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

The long-term evolution of magnetic fields, given
by the apparently simple induction equation, is an
excellent benchmark to test several theoretical issues.
These are related to the interdependence with the
evolving temperature, the composition and the state
of the core (which affects the relative importance of
one or another term and the dynamical timescales),
the possible presence of nuclear pasta phase in the
crust/core transition layer, the chemical composi-
tion of the atmosphere, the initial data (the mag-
netic topology at birth is basically unknown), and
the treatment of the boundary condition at the star’s
surface. Furthermore, numerical issues, regarding
the non-linearity of the Hall and ambipolar terms,
have represented a major technical obstacle to a sys-
tematic study of the various scenarios. The three-
dimensionality is thought to be a crucial factor to
study realistic cases (in analogy to solar magnetism)
and, ultimately, to compare the theoretical predic-
tions on the observables with the observations, espe-
cially for magnetars, which are young and strongly
magnetized neutron stars. Thus, the need for High-
Performance-Computing (HPC) is clear. For this rea-
son, in this paper we present a numerical code and
a series of testbed simulations of a generalized form
of the induction equation. This code was built by
using Simflowny [37, 38], a versatile platform able
to automatically generate parallelized codes for par-
tial differential equations. It employs the Adaptive
Mesh Refinement (AMR) libraries of SAMRAI [39],
and a graphical user interface which easily allows to
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implement equations and to choose among different
time and space discretization schemes. The choice of
SAMRAI is mainly due to its proven high scalabil-
ity [40], which is an important requirement to deal
with 3D simulations of non-linear dynamics. The
paper is structured as follows. In §2 we briefly re-
view the mathematical form of the induction equa-
tion under different assumptions, and its characteris-
tic structure. In §3 we summarize the main features
of Simflowny. In §4 and 5 we present a number of
tests and toy models of the different regimes in 2D
and 3D. Finally, we discuss the capability of the plat-
form to handle the problem, its current limitations,
and we give an overview of future applications and
extensions.

2. Generalized induction equation

2.1. Induction equation

Faraday’s law, which describes the temporal evolu-
tion of the magnetic field in terms of the spatial vari-
ations of the electric field, is given by (in SI units):

∂ ~B

∂t
= −~∇× ~E. (1)

In a fluid description of plasmas, Faraday’s law
is accompanied by a set of hydrodynamic equations,
Ampère’s law, and Ohm’s law. The latter allows to
close the system of equations by relating the electric
field to other variables such as velocities and the mag-
netic field. Solving this full system of equations can
be complex and, in most situations, one must assume
some simplifications. In the simplest case, when mat-
ter is described as a single fluid, the electric field in
the reference frame comoving with matter is simply
related to the electrical conductivity, σ, and the elec-
trical current density, ~j, by

~j = σ ~E, (2)

which, together with Ampere’s law (neglecting the
displacement currents)

~j = ~∇× ~B, (3)

and Faraday’s law, results in an induction equation
that adopts the form of a vectorial diffusion equation:

∂ ~B

∂t
+ ~∇×

(
η~∇× ~B

)
= 0, (4)

where we have defined the magnetic diffusivity η = 1
σ .

In a more general case, the situation is more com-
plex and different terms arise, as described in detail
in [16] for neutron stars. However, we can build a
general induction equation to study its mathematical
properties and possible strategies for numerical so-
lutions. The electric field, as any other vector, can
be expressed in any convenient basis. Let us write a
general form as

~E = fd~j + fh(~j × ~B)− fa(~j × ~B)× ~B (5)

Therefore, the general vectorial equation that we
aim to solve is

∂ ~B

∂t
+ ~∇×

(
fd~j + fh(~j × ~B)− fa(~j × ~B)× ~B

)
= 0

(6)
with the current given by eq. (3).

Physically, the coefficients fd = 4πη/c2 and fa are
determined from collision terms in the Euler equa-
tions and are positive-defined, while fh depends on
the charge density of the charges carrying the current:
it is positive if negative charges are faster than the
positive charges (as in the eMHD limit), and negative
otherwise. In general, all these coefficients depend on
the physical conditions (density, temperature, chemi-
cal composition), and one or another term may dom-
inate in different regimes. Other possible terms con-
tributing to the electric field are due to the thermo-
electric effect [41] and the chemical potential imbal-
ance [16], wherever the gradient of temperature and
of chemical potential, respectively, induce a move-
ment of the charges. Here we do not consider such
terms, since they require the coupled evolution with
the temperature and the chemical composition.

Let us analyze each term appearing in the electric
field equation. The first term in the r.h.s. in eq. (5)
is the purely resistive (Ohmic) term. The second and
third terms (the Hall term and the ambipolar diffu-
sion term) can be combined in a vectorial advection
term (~v× ~B), in which ~v = −fh~j+ fa(~j× ~B) is inter-
preted as a weighted average velocity of the charged
fluid that implicitly depends on B.

The Hall term is proportional to the current, it is
quadratic in ~B, and hides a Burgers-like behaviour,
leading to the creation of localized current sheets (see
e.g. [42] and the test § 4.3). This term conserves
the magnetic energy by definition, being able only to
redistribute it in different scales without dissipation
per se. One can easily probe that it conserves the
magnetic energy (by taking the scalar product of the
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equation by ~B), except for surface terms (Poynting
flux), or noting that the dissipated energy is ~E ·~j ∝
~j · (~j × ~B) = 0.

The ambipolar diffusion term, which is cubic in
~B, is related to a velocity with the same direction
of the total magnetic (Lorentz) force acting on the
charged particles, given by (~j × ~B). Its effect is
to dissipate the currents perpendicular to ~B, having
no effect in the current flowing along magnetic field
lines. In other words, this term acts to align mag-
netic and current fields, thus bringing the system into
a force-free configuration, characterized by definition
by ~j × ~B = 0. Note that a formally similar term has
been used to find configurations of twisted force-free
magnetosphere, under the name of magneto-frictional
term [43, 44]. In this paper, we will present a simple
application in § 5.2 to treat the external part of the
star.

Ideally, one wants to be able to numerically solve
the induction equation for arbitrary values of all these
parameters. But before entering in numerical details,
it is worth analyzing the characteristic structure of
the system.

2.2. Characteristic structure

The characteristic analysis captures the behavior of
perturbations around a background field at a partic-
ular point in space (and time), generally related with
the study of local stability for the given evolution sys-
tem and the concept of well-posedness. Moreover, it
might also provide useful information for numerical
applications, in particular how to impose boundary
conditions or to treat interfaces. With this purpose,
let us consider perturbations of equation (6) over a
smooth background solution ~Bo. We shall look then
for plane-wave solutions of the form,

~B = ~Bo + ~B1 e
i(~k·~x−ωt) (7)

and take the high-frequency limit, in which nei-
ther the amplitude ~B1 nor the coefficients (fd, fh, fa)
would vary in space and it has been assumed that
| ~B1| � | ~Bo|. Hence,

∂

∂t
→ −iω ; ~∇ → i~k (8)

Before continuing, let us introduce first some conve-
nient notational abbreviations:

Ak := k̂ · ~A; ~Ap := ~A−Ak k̂; ~Aq = k̂ × ~A

for any vector ~A. Notice ~Ap and ~Aq are both or-

thogonal to the propagation direction k̂ := ~k/k (with
k ≡ |~k|) and also perpendicular among them. With
this notation:

~∇× ~B → i k ~B1q

(~∇× ~B)× ~B → i k ( ~B1q × ~Bo)(
(~∇× ~B)× ~B

)
× ~B → ik

[
( ~Bo · ~B1q) ~Bo −B2

o
~B1q

]
.

Therefore, the terms in eq. (6) expand as follows:

~∇×~j → k2 ~B1p

~∇×
(
~j × ~B

)
→ −k2Bok ~B1q

~∇×
[(
~j × ~B

)
× ~B

]
→ −k2

[
( ~Bo · ~B1q) ~Boq +B2

o
~B1p

]
and the linearized system finally reads:

i
ω

k2
~B1 =

(
fd + faB

2
o

)
~B1p +

−fhBok ~B1q + fa( ~Bo · ~B1q) ~Boq (9)

Contracting the equation above with ~k reveals that
there is a zero-mode (ω = 0) associated with the
solenoidal constraint ~∇ · ~B = 0, with its eigenvec-
tor along the propagation direction, ~B1 ∝ ~k. This
might be interpreted by saying that any deviation
from the physical constraint ~∇ · ~B = 0 will not prop-
agate. Thus, hereafter we focus only on the physical
perturbations, which are transversal to ~k. The eigen-
values are given by:

i
ω±

k2
= fd +

1

2
fa(B

2
o +B2

ok)±
1

2

√
f2aB

4
op − 4f2hB

2
ok

(10)
with their respective eigenvectors 1,

~B±1 = 2Bok ~Bop −
[
frB

2
op ∓

√
f2rB

4
op − 4B2

ok

]
~Boq

(11)
where we have defined the ratio, fr := fa/fh.

In the particular situation where ~Bo ‖ ~k (i.e ~Bop =
0), the solution can be re-written as:

~B±1 = p̂± iq̂ (12)

iω± = k2
{
fd + faB

2
ok ± ifh|Bok|

}
(13)

being p̂ and q̂ any two transversal unit vectors satis-
fying k̂ × p̂ = sign(Bok) q̂. These solutions represent

1Note that the particular case (fh = 0) cannot be directly
recovered from this expression. In this case, the eigenvectors
must be obtained directly from eq. (9).
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the familiar whistler waves (see e.g. [10]), commonly
seen for instance in the Earth’s ionosphere [45, 46],
triggered by high-frequency transients produced by
natural events like lightnings. They have a practical
importance for spacecraft safety and space weather.

Notice that in the general dispersion relation (10),
the positive signs of the Ohmic and ambipolar dif-
fusion coefficients result in the decay of the modes,
guarantying local well-posedness. In the ideal case
where both vanish (i.e. fd = fa = 0), the system be-
comes hyperbolic and the characteristic modes are no
longer damped. Namely,

~B±1 = p̂± iq̂ (14)

iω± = ±ik2fh|Bok| (15)

Another solution for the ideal case can be obtained
by relaxing the assumption of high-frequency limit
and considering a non-zero gradient of fh. In this
scenario, the so-called Hall drift wave is recovered
(see e.g. [9]). This is a single mode that propagates
along the direction ∇fh× ~Bo, with a frequency given
by ω = k2|∇fh × ~Bo|. See Appendix B for a general
derivation.

Finally, in the case with fa = fh = 0 and constant
fd 6= 0, the characteristic modes are purely dissipa-
tive and are given by any two transversal (linearly in-
dependent) vectors, with a frequency iω = k2fd. In-
terestingly, the induction equation admits here global
solutions such that ~∇ × ~B = µ~B (with µ constant),
which decays in a self-similar way, i.e.

~B = ~Bine
−t/τd (16)

with τd = 4π/fdc
2µ2. When fd or µ vary with the po-

sition (which is the realistic case for a neutron star),
the dissipation is not homogeneous, the field config-
uration is not self-similar, and the decay will be en-
hanced in the regions with highest values of fd and
~∇× ~B.

2.3. Divergence cleaning

Previous works used numerical algorithms that pre-
serve the ~∇ · ~B = 0 constraint by construction, like
the use of staggered grids for finite difference schemes
[47]. Since we employ a more general and flexible
code with a standard grid (all components of the
fields are defined and evolved at every grid node), this
constraint is not guaranteed. Therefore, we adopt
a divergence cleaning method [48], extensively used

in MHD, consisting on the addition of an additional
scalar field as follows:

∂ ~B

∂t
+ ~∇× ~E + ~∇Φ = 0

∂Φ

∂t
+ c2h

~∇ · ~B = −κΦ (17)

where Φ is a scalar field that allows the propa-
gation and damping of divergence errors. Notice
that ch is the propagation speed of the constraint-
violating modes Φ 6= 0, which decay exponentially
on a timescale 1/κ. We implement this equation in
our code to ensure that the constraint is always pre-
served, except in the case where the treatment is not
needed because the constraint ~∇ · ~B = 0 is numer-
ically guaranteed by construction (tests where only
one component of ~B is non-zero in § 4.2, § 4.3, § 4.5).
The optimal cleaning is reached for ch = κ. However,
if κ is too large, the system of equations becomes
stiff and it is difficult to evolve with explicit numer-
ical schemes. We set ch = κ = 4, unless otherwise
specified (see also § 5.2 for a comparison of results of
different values of these parameters).

In order to quantify the deviation from the con-
straint, one has to compare the normalized L2-norm
of the divergence, C, with the magnetic energy (set-
ting the magnetic permeability µ0 = 1 for simplicity):

C =

∫
V
||~∇ · ~B||2(∆x)2dV (18)

Em =

∫
V

B2

2
dV (19)

where, in the case of applying AMR, ∆x is the grid
size corresponding to the finest resolution.

3. Numerical methods

3.1. Platform and infrastructure

The code presented here has been generated by us-
ing Simflowny [37, 38] together with the infrastruc-
ture SAMRAI [39, 40]. Simflowny is an open-source
and user-friendly platform developed by the IAC3
group since 2008 to facilitate the use of HPC infras-
tructures to non-specialist scientists. It allows to eas-
ily implement scientific dynamical models, by means
of a Domain Specific Language, and a web-based in-
tegrated development environment, which automati-
cally generates efficient parallel code for simulation
frameworks. Simflowny splits the physical models
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and problems from the numerical techniques. The
automatic generation of the simulating code allows
to properly include the parallelization features, which
in this case rely on the SAMRAI infrastructure [39]2.
SAMRAI is a patch-based structured AMR developed
over more than 15 years by the Center for Applied
Scientific Computing at the Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory. The latest upgrades on the AMR
algorithms allow to improve the performance and
reach a good scaling on up to 1.5M cores and 2M MPI
tasks [40], at least for some specific problems. The
combination of these two platforms provides a final
code with a good balance of speed, accuracy, scala-
bility, ability to switch physical models (flexibility),
and the capacity to run in different infrastructures
(portability).

3.2. Discretization Schemes

Our system of equations can be written formally in
conservation law form, namely

∂tU + ∂kFk(U) = 0 (20)

where U = { ~B,Φ} is the list of evolved fields and
Fk(U) their corresponding fluxes which might be
non-linear but depend only on the fields and not on
their derivatives. Notice then that this is not com-
pletely true in the eMHD system due to the presence
in the fluxes of the current ~j, defined by Eq.(3).

The discretization of the continuum equations is
performed by using the Method of Lines, which al-
lows to address separately the time and the space
discretization. Space finite difference schemes based
on Taylor expansions, which are extremely suitable
for smooth solutions, might be a good option to cal-
culate the current, which might be computed in two
different ways: either by a direct finite difference dis-
cretization, or invoking the Stokes theorem to inte-
grate the circulation of the magnetic field on a closed
path. Interestingly, at second order accuracy both
approaches lead to the same discretization scheme,
which is our preferred choice here (see Appendix A
for a discussion about other choices), and are simply
composed by terms like

DxB
y
i =

By
i+1 −B

y
i−1

2∆x

2See also the website
https://computation.llnl.gov/project/SAMRAI/

where i identifies a specific discretized cell position
on the grid along a direction perpendicular.

However, these simple finite difference operators
are not the optimal choice for the spatial discretiza-
tion of fluxes in intrinsically non-linear systems like
the eMHD. In that case, it is advisable to use High-
Resolution-Shock-Capturing (HRSC) methods [49],
to deal with the possible appearance of shocks and
to take advantage of the existence of weak solutions
in the equations. We will therefore use a conservative
scheme to discretize the fluxes, which in one dimen-
sion reads:

∂tUi = − 1

∆x

(
Fxi+1/2 − Fxi−1/2

)
where Fxi±1/2 are the set of fluxes along the x-
direction evaluated at the interfaces between two
neighbouring cells, located at xi±1/2. The crucial is-
sue in HRSC methods is how to approximately solve
the Riemann problem, by reconstructing the fluxes at
the interfaces such that no spurious oscillations ap-
pear in the solutions. This calculation consists in two
steps:

• We consider the following combination of the
fluxes and the fields, at each node i:

F±i =
1

2
(Fi ± λUi) (21)

where λ is the maximum propagation speed of
the system in the neighboring points. Then, we
reconstruct the flux at the left (right) of each
interface, e.g. FLi+1/2 (FRi+1/2), using the val-

ues {F+} ({F−}) from the neighboring nodes
{xi−n, .., xi+1+n}. The number 2(n + 1) of such
neighbors used in the reconstruction procedure
depends on the order of the method. Simflowny
already incorporates some commonly used re-
constructions, like PPM [50] and MP5 [51], as
well as other implementations like the FDOC
families [52] which are almost as fast as cen-
tered finite difference schemes at the cost of some
bounded spikes near the shock regions. Here
we mostly focused on the Weighted-Essentially-
Non-Oscillatory (WENO) reconstructions [53,
54], which is our preferred choice for their flex-
ibility (i.e., they can achieve any order of accu-
racy) and robustness. The detailed implementa-
tion of the WENO flavors used here can be found
in [55].
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• We use a flux formula to compute the final flux
at each interface, e.g.:

Fi+1/2 = FLi+1/2 + FRi+1/2 (22)

Note that our reconstruction method does not
require the characteristic decomposition of the
system of equations (i.e., the full spectrum of
characteristic velocities). At the lowest order re-
construction FLi+1/2 = F+

i and FRi+1/2 = F−i+1, so

that the flux formula (22) reduces to the popular
and robust Local-Lax-Friedrichs flux [49].

The time integration of the resulting semi-discrete
equations is performed by using a 4th-order Runge-
Kutta scheme, which ensures the stability and conver-
gence of the solution for a small enough time step ∆t.
We defer the reader to [55] for further details on the
numerical schemes and an extensive analysis of the
performance with different discretization schemes for
different problems, including MHD.

We note that, in previous works, numerical codes
designed to handle Hall dynamics show numerical
stability issues caused by the the quadratic disper-
sion relation of the whistler waves present on the
system. Recent work by [56], for instance, include
stabilizing techniques introduced in [57] for the time
advance of the non-linear terms. These techniques,
namely the Super Time-Stepping and the Hall Diffu-
sion Schemes, allow to maintain the stability and effi-
ciently speed up the time evolution when the ambipo-
lar or the Hall term dominate and the equations be-
come essentially a parabolic system. Another usual,
but less elegant technique in eMHD to control the
Hall-generated instabilities is the use of high-order
dissipation (also called hyper-resistivity in this con-
text) [10, 21], and/or special recipes for the time
advance (e.g., a semi-implicit time advance in the
toroidal field component, which acts as an effective
high-order dissipative term, [21]). A similar effect
(i.e., a filter of the high-frequency modes which can
not be accurately resolved by our numerical grids)
can be achieved by applying artificial Kreiss-Oliger
(KO) dissipation to our evolved fields { ~B,Φ} along
each coordinate direction [58]. A sixth-order deriva-
tive dissipation operator, which does not spoil the
convergence order of our numerical scheme, can be
written in 1D as

QxdUi =
ηko

64∆x

(
Ui−3 − 6Ui−2 + 15Ui−1

−20Ui + 15Ui+1 − 6Ui+2 + Ui+3

)
.

where ηko is a positive, adjustable parameter control-
ling the amount of dissipation added.3

The instabilities are especially significant when us-
ing 5th-order methods (i.e., FDOC5, WENO5 and
MP5), which need a high dissipation factor to be sta-
bilized, with a potential loss of accuracy. For this rea-
son, in this paper we restrict ourselves only 3rd order
schemes, that do not require any additional artificial
KO dissipation. However, we do not discard using
higher-order schemes in the future with an adequate
KO dissipation. Unless otherwise indicated, hereafter
we will employ WENO3YC [59] without KO dissipa-
tion.

In order to test the convergence order for a given
solution u(x, t) (where u is a scalar or vector compo-
nent), we consider the numerical discretized solutions
Uδ obtained with three different resolutions ∆xδ, with
δ = 0, 1, 2, such that r = ∆x0/∆x1 = ∆x1/∆x2 > 1
(typically, r = 2). The convergence order nc of the
numerical solution at a given time can be defined as

nc(t) = logr

(
||U0 − U1||
||U1 − U2||

)
(23)

where ||Um−Un|| = Σ~i|U
~i
m−U

~i
n| is the L1-norm of the

difference of the two discretized fields, and the sum
is performed over all indices ik, k=1...N, identifying
the N-dimensional grid with the lowest resolution.

4. Benchmark Tests

We now discuss the results for a battery of simula-
tions performed to test individual terms of the induc-
tion equation, before addressing the general problem.
All simulations are run in 2D or 3D Cartesian grid, in
rectangular/square or cubic dominion, respectively.
The list of tests include those performed in [21] for
a finite-difference 2D axisymmetric code, plus a new
one designed to test the behavior of the ambipolar
term.

4.1. Whistler waves

We first consider a smooth solution for the induc-
tion equation with only the Hall term, setting fh = 1
and fd = fa = 0. We consider a whistler wave in
the linear regime, discussed in § 2.2, propagating as a

3Note also that FDOC methods can be actually interpreted
as a variant of KO with a local (instead of global) dissipation
factor.
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Figure 1: Whistler wave solution for the case with 256 × 128
points with the WENO3 scheme, at t = {0, 2, 4} (in units of
τ0). WENO3YC, which is our standard choice, gives almost
indistinguishable results. The component Bz is shown in blue
and red, while black arrows represent the (jx, jy) vector field.

perturbation of a homogeneous background magnetic
field ~B0 = B0 x̂. As shown in Appendix B.1, we
can find particular circularly polarized solutions with
an amplitude | ~B1| � B0, and a generic propagation
vector ~k, as long as it is not aligned with ~B0. We
consider the case ~k = k (x̂+ ŷ)/

√
2, corresponding to

the following initial values of the magnetic field:

Bx = B0 +B1 cos(ky) cos(kx)

By = B1 sin(ky) sin(kx) (24)

Bz =
√

2B1 sin(ky) cos(kx)

Figure 2: Whistler wave solution: convergence order for the
two methods of 3rd-order.

As seen above, this solution will propagate along the
x direction with velocity

vw =
√

2fhkB0 (25)

We set up a periodic 2D box x ∈ [0, 4L], y ∈ [−L,L],
with L = 1, B0 = 1, B1 = 10−3, k = nπ/L, similarly
to [21]. We run a simulation following several crossing
times. In Fig. 1 we show for the resolution (256 ×
128), for which we employ a time-step ∆t = 6.4 ×
10−2. the solutions at three different times, given
in units of the Hall timescale, which is defined as
τ0 = fhL

2/B0. We have checked that the propagation
speed is correct, and the numerical solutions converge
to the analytical one for increasing resolutions. Fig. 2
shows that both WENO3 and FDOC3 methods have
3rd-order convergence, calculated comparing the By
components in simulations with (64× 32), (128× 64)
and (256×128) points. We have checked that, for this
particular case, the ~∇· ~B = 0 constraint is maintained
numerically at the round-off error without any need
for divergence cleaning.

4.2. Hall drift waves

Next, we consider a non-zero vertical gradient of
the Hall coefficient, fh = fh0(1 + βy), with again
fd = fa = 0 in the same 2D rectangular, periodic
domain, x ∈ [0, 4L], y ∈ [−L,L]. We set the initial
values of the magnetic field to:

Bz = B0 +B1 cos(kx)

Bx = By = 0 , (26)
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with B0 = 1, B1 = 10−3, fh0 = 1, β = 0.2 and k =
π/(2L). This solution, as shown in § 2.2 corresponds
to a Hall-drift wave propagating in the direction of
~∇fh × ~B0 (i.e., positive x-direction in our case) with
velocity

vd =
βL2

τ0
= βfhB0 = 0.2. (27)

In Fig. 3 we show results using WENO3, with L = 1.
The top panel compares four different resolutions at
t = 100τ0, after the wave has crossed the domain
5 times (the domain crossing time is 4L/vd = 20τ0).
The bottom panel shows the evolution at three differ-
ent times with a resolution given by 256×128 points,
with a time-step ∆t = 6.4 × 10−2. We checked that
the 3rd-order convergence is maintained. Note that
we have kept B1 small to be able to follow several
periods in the nearly linear regime, before the non-
linear evolutions leads to the steepening of the sinu-
soidal wave and the formation of a discontinuity, in-
trinsic to the Burgers-like mathematical form of this
term. Both in this and in the next test, the ~∇· ~B = 0
constraint is zero by construction.

4.3. Hall current sheet

For the third test, also with only the Hall term
activated, we adopt the same domain and the same
stratification of the Hall coefficient that we have used
in the previous test, fh(y) = fh0(1 + βy), and the
following initial conditions:

Bz = B0 cos(kx)

Bx = By = 0 (28)

with k = π/L. In this case, we can write the
induction equation as a Burgers equation for Bz:
∂tBz = βBz∂xBz (see the detailed analysis in [21]).
Any smooth solution will form discontinuities. For
our initial conditions, the expected breaking time (at
which the solution reaches its maximum steepness be-
fore starting dissipating) is τb = λ/(4β) = 2.5, where
λ = 2π/k = 2 is the wavelength of the solution.

This test is more challenging, because of the full
non-linearity and the formation of a current sheet af-
ter the initial sinusoidal profile steepens. In Fig. 4 we
compare the different resolutions (different N shown)
and we note that FDOC3 is able to follow the test,
but it does not accurately reproduce the shock profile,
due to the presence of a single-point spike. WENO3,
instead, follows it, even though some numerical dis-
sipation eventually damps the shock. Of course, the

Figure 3: Hall drift wave solution. Top panel: Comparison of
different resolutions with WENO3 at t = 100. Bottom panel:
snapshots at three different times for the resolution 256x128.
Lines in the bottom panel represent the analytical solutions
while symbols represent the numerical solutions. All times are
in units of τ0.

presence of a shock implies a downgrading of the or-
der of convergence. The breaking time in the sim-
ulations converges toward the theoretical one for in-
creasing resolutions. For t = 2 (shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 4), the low-N cases have already formed
and started to dissipate the shock due to the lack of
spatial resolution.

4.4. Ohmic dissipation

We turn now to the study of purely resistive modes,
by setting fd = 1, fa = fh = 0. Simulations are run
in a cubic 3D Cartesian domain [−1, 1]3. We con-
sider the particular case of the self-similar solution,
eq. (16). In axial symmetry, the resistive eigenfunc-
tions are provided by the spherical Bessel functions of
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Figure 4: Hall current sheet solution. Comparison of the be-
haviour for FDOC3 and WENO3 at different times (top), and
solution at t = 2 for different resolutions with WENO3 (bot-
tom). Times are given in units of τ0. Note that the spikes in
the FDOC3 case correspond to a single-point deviation from
the solution.

index l (indicating the multipole). The initial values
for the dipolar l = 1 case in spherical coordinates are:

Br =
B0

ξ2

(
sin ξ

ξ
− cos ξ

)
cos θ ,

Bθ =
B0

2ξ2

(
sin ξ

ξ
− cos ξ − ξ sin ξ

)
sin θ ,(29)

Bϕ =
B0

2ξ
µ

(
sin ξ

ξ
− cos ξ

)
sin θ ,

where ξ = µr, B0 is a normalization factor, and
the free parameter µ controls the amount of twist
of the solution. We map this initial model to our
Cartesian grid by the standard transformation, r =√
x2 + y2 + z2, θ = cos−1(z/r), ϕ = tan−1(y/x),

with the azimuthal direction contained in the (x, y)

plane:

Bx = Br sin θ cosϕ+Bθ cos θ cosϕ−Bϕ sinϕ

By = Br sin θ sinϕ+Bθ cos θ sinϕ+Bϕ cosϕ

Bz = Br cos θ −Bθ sin θ (30)

In the limit ξ = µr → 0, we recover the solution
corresponding to a homogeneous vertical field ~B →
(B0/3)ẑ.

At the boundaries, we impose the exp(−t/τd) ana-
lytical solution of eq. 16. We follow the evolution of
the modes on several Ohmic timescales, until the field
has decreased to a few orders of magnitude below the
initial values. In Fig. 5, we show the evolution of the
B0 = 1, µ = 1 case for N = 643 at three different
times (top), and the solution at t = τd for different
resolutions (bottom). Despite the relatively low res-
olution, the errors inherent to mapping solutions in
spherical coordinates to Cartesian grids, we find an
excellent agreement with the analytical solution. We
also found that the convergence order is about two
for 3rd-order and 5th-order schemes here tested. The
difference with the nominal convergence reached in
the smooth cases above, according to our interpreta-
tion, lies on the numerical errors introduced in the
discretized version of current. While for a smooth,
small perturbation (whistler, Hall drift waves), the
leading error is the spatial discretization, for a general
case, where there is no background magnetic field, the
source of error is likely to come from the calculation
of the current. At this respect, see Appendix A for a
discussion of different discretized expressions of cur-
rent. In this case, the divergence of magnetic field
tends to slowly grow, so that the divergence clean-
ing needs to be activated to achieve the maximum
accuracy (see 5.2 for a discussion of the divergence
cleaning parameters).

4.5. Ambipolar diffusion. The Barenblatt-Pattle so-
lution

To test the ambipolar term, we now set fa to a
constant value, and fd = fh = 0. We use a particu-
lar analytical solution which is axially symmetric in
cylindrical coordinates with only one component of
the magnetic field depending on the radial distance
only (Bz($), where $2 = x2 + y2), so that initially
the currents are perpendicular to the magnetic field,
so that (~j × ~B) × ~B = −B2~j, and its evolution can
be expressed as
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Figure 5: Purely resistive self-similar solutions with WENO3 in
a central section plane. Evolution of the solution for N = 643

(top), and solution at t = τd for different resolutions (bottom).
Lines in the top panel represent the analytical solutions while
symbols represent the numerical solutions.

∂Bz
∂t

= −fa{~∇× [B2
z (~∇×Bz ẑ)]} · ẑ

= fa
1

$

∂

∂$

[
$

(
B2
z

∂Bz
∂$

)]
(31)

This form is analogous to a non-linear diffusion equa-
tion

ut = ~∇ · (mum−1~∇u) , (32)

where m is a power index. The analytical, 2D so-
lutions proposed by Barenblatt and Pattle [60, 61]
consist in a delta function of integral Γ at the origin,
which diffuses outwards with finite velocity (the diffu-
sion front is clearly defined, contrarily to the infinite-
speed of the parabolic standard diffusion equation).

Figure 6: Barenplatt-Pattle solution for different times for N =
2562 (top), and for different resolutions at t = t0 + 4 (bottom).
The apparent tail for the low-resolution cases is a visual effect,
due to the connection of the points across the front. Lines
correspond to the analytical solutions and symbols represent
the numerical solutions.

The analytic solution can be explicitly written as fol-
lows:

u($, t) = max

{
0, t−α

[
Γ− α(m− 1)

2dm

$2

t
2α
m

] 1
m−1

}
(33)

where d is the dimension of the problem, and α =
(m − 1 + 2/d)−1. The initial pulse spreads with a
front located at

$f (t) =

(
2Γdm

α(m− 1)

)
tα/d (34)

In our case, we test a solution for Bz in the xy-plane
(an expanding cylindrical flux tube), for which d = 2,
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m = 3, α = 1/3, fa = 3 so that the evolution is
analytically given by:

Bz(x, y, t) = t−(1/3)
[
Γ− 1

18

(x2 + y2)

t1/3

]1/2
. (35)

We set t0 = 1 as the beginning of our simulation,
and Γ = 1/18, so that the front propagates according
to (x2 + y2) = t1/6 (being x2 + y2 = 1 at t0 = 1).
In Fig. 6 we show that our results correctly repro-
duce the analytical values, both in the shape of the
spreading pulse and in the correct propagation speed
of the front. The sharp discontinuity in the slope of
Bz is well-reproduced even for low resolutions. The
convergence order in this case is also around 2, as for
the resistive case.

5. Star-like dynamics

We now consider geometric configurations qualita-
tively similar to a neutron star crust. We work in a
cubic domain [−L,L]3 and we set up a shell, defined
by Rc ≤ r ≤ R?, where r is the distance from the cen-
ter of the dominion. We set Rc = 8 (the core/crust in-
terface) and R? = 10 (the star’s surface). This setup
will allow to qualitatively compare the results pro-
vided by our 3D Cartesian code with the well known
Hall dynamics for existing axisymmetric models in 2D
spherical coordinates [19, 20, 21, 62, 22, 24, 25, 26].
Note that in a realistic set up, the values of Rc and R?
depend on both the equation of state and the mass of
the star (the larger the mass, the thinner the shell).
The thickness of the crust can vary within the range
∼ 1−2 km, while R? ∼ 10−14 km for a M = 1.4 M�
star.

In the shell, we assume fa = fd = 0, and

fh(r) = [1− (r − δr)2/R2
?]
−1 , (36)

where δr > 0 is a parameter that controls the steep-
ness of the gradient dfh/dr in the outer crust. The
smaller the value of δr, the larger the gradient. We
set δr = 0.05, which gives values of fh ∈ [1, 100].

Note that, in a realistic neutron star, the typical
velocities related to the long-term evolution of the
magnetic field in the crust are of the order of km yr−1,
while in the magnetosphere the dynamical timescale
is given by the speed of light (10-15 orders of magni-
tude faster than the interior). This transition occurs
in a thin (100 m) liquid layer called the envelope.

This is the reason why, in realistic simulations, one
cannot numerically simulate both the short-time dy-
namics and the long-term evolution. When the latter
is the focus of the study, one has to place the outer
boundary at densities ρ ∼ 1010 g cm−3, and provide
appropriate boundary conditions connecting the inte-
rior field to some equilibrium state outside (usually,
a vacuum or a force-free magnetosphere).

We explore two simple cases for the initial mag-
netic field: either a purely toroidal field, or a purely
poloidal field, both confined in the spherical shell
and axially symmetric around the z-axis. These con-
figurations are not realistic and are prone to dif-
ferent instabilities. As a matter of fact, the mag-
netic field configuration, likely relaxed to a MHD-
equilibrium state, has to be constituted by an ax-
isymmetric mixed poloidal-toroidal configuration, or,
more realistically, by a full 3D solution, possibly con-
taining small-scale structures. However, in this paper
we study them separately, since each one is a useful
test that allows us to compare them with known pre-
vious simulations and to underline some important
features.

We test both cases with a uniform grid and with
a simple mesh refinement (MR2 hereafter), set up as
one additional layer with a refinement factor of two
(defined as the ratio of the coarse grid sizes to the re-
fined grid size). In a realistic case, we will use many
layers, in order to cover a domain with L� R?, and
to have a fair resolution in the most dynamical re-
gion. Note also that below, for these simple tests, we
employ a resolution of about ∆x = L/N ' 0.15 km.
Note that the typical resolutions of the 2D spherical
coordinates production runs of [21, 22] were given by
∼ 60 angular points (arcs of ∼ 0.5 km), and ∼ 60
radial points, which were equally spaced in log(ρ),
meaning that the radial size of the cells varies in
the range ∼ 10 − 100 m (and larger in the core).
Our 3D Cartesian code can reach much better res-
olutions in all directions, given the adaptability of-
fered by the AMR and the efficiency of the code. In-
creasing the resolution is challenging due to the non-
linear Hall dynamics, which triggers short-scale, very
fast whistler waves, as we discuss below. This is the
reason why we typically have to use, for these par-
ticular tests, a time-step of ∆t . 10−3∆xc, where
∆xc = 2L/N is the spatial size of the coarse grid.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the toroidal field (color scale) in the meridional slice (i.e., By in the plane x− z) at different times
t = {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5} (from top left to bottom right). The black lines represent the boundaries of the crust.

5.1. Evolution of a purely toroidal field.

The evolution of a purely toroidal field subject to
the Hall drift has been studied previously, like for ex-
ample in section 5 of [21]. We successfully reproduced
a few standard cases. For conciseness, here we only
show the case of an initial quadrupolar field, with the
opposite polarity of the example in [21], in order to
explore the behavior of the Cartesian grid when the
field becomes stronger near the magnetic axis.

We set L = 15 and an initial toroidal magnetic field
given by:

Bϕ = B0
(r −Rc)2(r −R?)2

r
cos θ sin θ , (37)

with the usual spherical to Cartesian transformation,
so that Bx = −Bϕ sinϕ, By = Bϕ cosϕ, and Bz = 0.

Outside the shell, we impose ~B = 0. We use a number

of points N = 200 in each direction, corresponding to
∼ 15 points covering the thickness of the shell, and
we set ch = 4 (see next test for a discussion about
this parameter).

In Fig. 7 we display the initial magnetic configu-
ration and its evolution at different times, showing
the toroidal component in a meridional slice (i.e., By
in the x − z plane). The expected evolution con-
sists in a vertical displacement of both toroidal rings
towards the poles, in opposite directions. If fh is con-
stant, the drift is purely vertical and the toroidal field
would be displaced until encountering the star’s sur-
face, where the current forms a screening sheet at the
surface or it propagates outside, depending on the
treatment at surface (see next section). However, in
presence of a radial gradient of fh (as in this case),
the drift velocity acquires an additional negative ra-
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dial component towards the star center. Therefore,
the evolution proceeds such that the toroidal rings
initially drift towards the poles up to a latitude for
which the different terms in the velocity drift bal-
ance, reaching a sort of equilibrium solution. Since
in this case in the core there is no evolution of the field
(fa = fh = fd = 0 for r < Rc), a radial discontinuity
of the toroidal field forms at the boundary between
the crust and the core near the poles, sustained by a
screening current flowing in the meridional direction
over the r = Rc surface. Most magnetic energy is con-
fined at low magnetic co-latitude, where a stronger
ring-shaped magnetic field forms. The magnetic field
is zero in the axis, where a radial current forms. We
have checked that, throughout the evolution, the in-
tegrated constraint C is kept at a level below 10−5 of
the integrated magnetic energy Em.

Last, we remind that the evolution of a purely
toroidal, axisymmetric magnetic field only under the
Hall term (i.e., with fa = fd = 0), notoriously implies
that the poloidal field is kept identically zero (the op-
posite is not true). In this respect, note that the use
of the Cartesian grid implies that the code does not
deal with spherical components and the star’s surface
is not exactly spherical. These features introduce a
spurious poloidal field when one recovers the spherical
component from the computed Cartesian ones. We
have checked that, with this resolution, the poloidal
field is kept at a level . 1%, and the larger devia-
tions appear at the crust-core interface, where there
is a discontinuity of the magnetic field and where also
~∇· ~B shows its maximum. However, these deviations
do not cause any numerical or physical instability and
they are cured by increasing the resolution, which im-
proves the accuracy of the Cartesian discretization of
the spherical surfaces.

5.2. Initially purely poloidal field

We consider now a solution with an initially purely
poloidal field, given by the following expressions for
r ≤ R?:

Br = B0π
2 cos θ

(
sin ξ

ξ3
− cos ξ

ξ2

)
,

Bθ = B0π
2 sin θ

2

(
sin ξ

ξ3
− cos ξ

ξ2
− sin ξ

ξ

)
,(38)

Bϕ = 0 .

where ξ = πr/R?. In the center of the star, r →
0, the solution corresponding to a homogeneous field

Figure 8: Purely poloidal field: initial data in the plane perpen-
dicular to the y-axis. Black lines indicate the poloidal compo-
nents of the field, Bx−Bz. The position of the shell is indicated
by the thick line. The numerical mesh is also shown in grey,
with the MR2 in the crustal region.

aligned with the magnetic axis ~B → B0π
3 ẑ. Note that

the poloidal components correspond to the solution in
terms of spherical Bessel functions of test § 4.4, which
can be smoothly connected at the surface of the star
r = R? with a vacuum dipolar field, considered for
r > R?:

Br = B0 cos θ
R3
?

r3
,

Bθ = B0
sin θ

2

R3
?

r3
, (39)

Bϕ = 0 .

As usual, we obtain the Cartesian components by us-
ing the spherical-to-Cartesian transformation shown
in eqs. (30). Such initial configurations imply the
presence of toroidal currents which circulate mainly
in the core and support the dipolar magnetic field.
Note that the currents are initially completely per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, i.e., far from a force-
free configuration.

As before, we set fd = 0, keeping the same profile
of fh, and we set fa > 0 in the core. We have tried dif-
ferent values, and here we show fa = 10. The higher
fa, the faster the core dynamics, but the qualitative
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Figure 9: Evolution at t = 0.1 (left), t = 0.5 (center), t = 1 (right) of the initially purely poloidal field case, for case (i) (top panels)
and case (ii) (bottom). We show the plane perpendicular to the y-axis, the poloidal field, the shell boundaries and the numerical
mesh are indicated as in Fig.8. The color scale indicates the toroidal field (By component). Note the kinks in the magnetic field
lines at the star’s surface in case (i).

behavior is the same. In this case, the treatment of
the region r > R? is important, since our poloidal
field extends outside the star. In order to compare
the dynamics, we show two representative cases of the
different treatments for the outer region: (i) screened
evolution, with fa(r > R?) = 0, like in the toroidal
test above, and (ii) magneto-frictional coupling, set-
ting fa(r > R?) = 100 and a smooth transition be-
tween the interior and the exterior regions given by
fa(Rm < r ≤ R?) = 100(r − Rm)/(R? − Rm), with
Rm = 9.

In both cases, the boundary of our computational
domain is far from the star’s surface, at L = 30, where
open boundary condition are applied just by extrap-
olating the interior solution. We have checked that,
at this location, the boundary does not influence sig-
nificantly the evolution within the domain (i.e., there
are no spurious waves, line distortions or additional
dissipation). In Fig. 8 we show the initial configura-
tion in the meridional plane, together with the base
and the refined mesh (MR2) covering the shell.

The evolution at different times (from left to right)

is displayed in Fig. 9 for the two cases (case (i) in
the top row, case (ii) in the bottom row). As before,
the simulation is 3D, but here we show the magnetic
field lines and the toroidal field in a meridional cut,
i.e. the By component in the x− z plane.

As expected, the initially poloidal dipolar field
(supported by purely toroidal currents) develops a
system of poloidal currents, which gives rise to a
quadrupolar toroidal component in the crust, due to
the Hall term. The corresponding toroidal field which
rises has two opposite polarities in the core/inner
crust and in the outer crust. The Hall drift in the
crust drags the toroidal field close to the equator by
means of the Burger-like dynamics analyzed above
(§ 4.3).

In the core of both cases and in the magnetosphere
of case (ii), the ambipolar term diffuses the crustal
field out of the crust, and tries to bring the magnetic
field into a force-free configuration, by removing the
perpendicular currents j⊥ = |~j − (~j · ~B) ~B/B2|. The
evolution of the j2⊥ distribution in a meridional cut
is displayed in color scales in Fig. 10. At the be-
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Figure 10: The same as Fig. 9, but with he white-blue-black scale indicates the squared perpendicular current, j2⊥ = |~j − (~j ·
~B) ~B/B2|2, at t = 0.05 (left), t = 0.1 (center), t = 0.2 (right). Note the formation of the strong current sheet on the star’s surface
in case (i).

Figure 11: System of currents (black arrows, representing the
local direction) and toroidal field (color scale as in Fig. 9) for
the case (ii) at t = 0.5.

ginning, these currents are large in the core, since
initially the magnetic field is purely poloidal and the
current field is purely toroidal (initially, j2⊥ = j2).
Therefore, the ambipolar term tends to straighten
the poloidal magnetic field lines, thus reducing the
underlying toroidal current. This process (i.e., trans-
form both the initially purely poloidal magnetic field
and purely toroidal current field into mixed poloidal-
toroidal configuration) is the natural way to align
the magnetic and the current fields, to gradually ap-
proach a force-free topology. Note that in the crust,
where fa = 0, the perpendicular currents are not dis-
sipated, consistently with what is expected.

The system of currents that is gradually developed
is shown in Fig. 11, for the case (ii) at t = 0.5. Cur-
rents in the poloidal projection are symmetric with
respect to the equator, consistently with an anti-
symmetric (mostly quadrupolar) toroidal magnetic
field. In each quarter of the meridional plane, we
can distinguish two vortices of currents (hereafter,
loops for brevity) pointing to opposite directions, cor-
responding to toroidal fields of opposite polarities
(blue/red in figure). Loops are separated by a layer
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Figure 12: Evolution for the initially purely poloidal field case: 3d view of the magnetic field lines (blue). The orange and yellow
surfaces indicate the interfaces r = Rc and r = R?, respectively, while the purple color represents j2. Top panels represent the
case without tilt of the magnetic axis and bottom panels represent the case with a tilt given by the angles θy = θz = π/4. Note
that, due to technical reasons inherent to the visualization software VisIt used here, the poloidal field lines in the two cases are
not necessarily the same.

in the inner crust with no toroidal field (white). All
loops close at the equatorial plane and the magnetic
axis. The current field for the case (i) is the same
as case (ii), with the only difference that the external
loops close with a very strong current sheet at the
surface, instead of extending outside the star.

However, note that both cases shown here are very
likely unphysical, since a smooth matching with a
force-free solution outside the star is expected (i.e.,
currents and magnetic fields are parallel to each other
everywhere to ensure ~j × ~B = 0, not like in our case
(ii)), and no current sheet can be sustained at the
star’s surface (where actually the resistivity reaches
its highest values, [63]). Enforcing such matching
is not trivial even in 2D polar coordinates (see the
first simulations of this kind in [63]), unless a poten-
tial (i.e., current-free) magnetospheric configuration
is assumed, as usually done in 2D and 3D [21, 28].
Therefore, in this test the system of currents and
the magnetic dynamics are different from those pre-
vious works dealing with realistic cases [21, 28]. In

those cases, the boundary condition prevent currents
from circulating in the outer layers of the star, giving
rise to a different dynamics of the magnetic geom-
etry. We defer for future works to explore further
techniques and configurations to deal with a realistic
star/magnetosphere matching.

Generally speaking, the interplay between the mag-
netic fields in the different regions depend on the dif-
ference in their timescales, which are set by the co-
efficients of the induction equation. If the timescales
are very different at the two sides of a given interface
(in contrast with what is shown in our toy model,
where coefficients are of the same order across the in-
terfaces), then discontinuities of the tangential mag-
netic field components can rise, producing a kink in
the magnetic lines supported by current sheets flow-
ing along the interface.

For the same reason, at the surface, in case (i),
for which fa = 0 outside the star, kinks appear in the
magnetic field lines (top panels of Fig. 9) and the cur-
rents close at the surface (see also the growing value of
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Figure 13: Evolution of Em (normalized by its initial value)
and C/Em for different choices of ch, for a non-dissipative case
with only fh in the crust. Notice that, due to the non-linear
character of the divergence cleaning equation, the constraint
does not decay monotonically for ch & 4, affecting also the
evolution of Em.

j2⊥ at the surface in the top panels of Fig. 10), while in
case (ii) the magneto-frictional treatment employed
avoids the appearance of the current sheet and allows
the propagation of current and magnetic helicity out-
side the star (colors in the bottom panels of Fig. 9),
accompanied by an inflation of the poloidal field lines
(note that, in this particular toy model, the config-
uration outside is not force-free). We remark that
we have explored the behavior for different profiles
and magnitudes of fa and fh, but here we only show
the qualitative difference between the two mentioned
cases. We refer to the next papers for a detailed dis-
cussion of the magneto-frictional coupling, the inter-
nal dynamics, and their physical meaning.

We also performed several numerical checks for
this case. First, we run the same setups described
above with a uniform grid with N = 400, for which
the evolved solutions are basically indistinguishable.
This ensures that, for a given desired resolution of
the shell, we can extend further away the domain by
adding layers of refined meshes, decreasing the CPU
time of the simulation by orders of magnitude com-
pared to the uniform resolution case. The possibility
of extending the domain very far away while keeping
a high-resolution within the star will be particularly
important in realistic cases, where a typical resolu-
tion of O(10) m is required in the crust, followed
by a smooth connection with a force-free magneto-
sphere that extends up to hundreds of stellar radii.
The main differences obtained by changing the res-
olutions are negligible and results mainly from the
possible discontinuities and surface geometry at the
shell boundary.

Second, we check the conservation of energy and
the constraint ~∇· ~B by evolving the same case studied
above but only with the Hall term activated, which
is the only one strictly not dissipative (i.e., we set
fa = fd = 0 everywhere, thus allowing the appear-
ance of screening currents along both boundaries).
The evolution of the integrated magnetic energy and
the constraint deviation C are displayed as a function
of time in Fig. 13, where we have considered five dif-
ferent choices of the ch parameter (always maintain-
ing ch = κ) in the divergence cleaning equation. The
magnetic energy is maintained at a level of . 1− 3%
at t = 2, and the missing energy is numerically dis-
sipated in the discontinuities at the equator and at
the surfaces. On the other hand, the evolution of the
solution, which is initially divergence-less, produces
a rise of C. After a short transient, it approaches a
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saturation level of C � 10−5 − 10−3 Em, depending
on the divergence damping timescales. As a matter
of fact, the asymptotic value of C is inversely pro-
portional to the value of ch, if the latter has values
O(1). As a compromise, we set ch = 4 in our simula-
tions, which is a suitable value high enough to satisfy
the constraints to a good accuracy but low enough
not to restrain further the already small time-step.
Note that, for this resolution and with this choice,
C � 10−4 Em during all the simulation. The opti-
mal values are problem-dependent, but we noted that
with the chosen values of ch we obtain small devia-
tions which have no impact on the evolution.

Last, we have also checked that the axial symmetry
is preserved in our 3D Cartesian setup: no apprecia-
ble differences are seen among different meridional
cuts. For the same reason, we also consider the same
simulation with N = 200, but tilting the magnetic
axis of the initial condition by different angles around
the z and y-axis (by appropriately applying the trans-
formation to coordinates and initial magnetic field
components). Fig. 12 shows the 3D view of magnetic
field lines and current intensity squared, j2, at differ-
ent times, for two cases: with the magnetic axis along
the z-axis (top panels, the standard initial data de-
scribed above) and with tilts around x and y axes of
45◦ and 45◦, respectively (bottom panels). The axial
symmetry is maintained in both cases. We found no
significant differences between the two cases in the
graphic visualizations and in the integrated quanti-
ties. The latter show negligible variations (. 2% for
the chosen resolution) for different tilt angles at a
given time. Note that such small differences can be
also attributable to the numerical integration over the
domain, which can give such differences due to the
different orientation of the numerical cells.

This last set of test shows that the Cartesian grid
works in the same way, with or without symmetries
around a given direction in the initial conditions.

6. Conclusions

We have introduced a new finite-difference code to
study a generalized 3D induction equation. Our code
was automatically generated by using Simflowny, an
open platform able to combine AMR optimal man-
agement, high-order accuracy both in space and time,
modularity, scalability and user-friendliness.

We have explored three terms of a general induc-
tion equation: Ohmic, Hall and ambipolar, which are

expected to play a role in the magnetic and thermal
evolution of different regions and epochs of a neu-
tron star. We considered HRSC methods, suitable
for MHD, and explored several spatial reconstruction
methods, combined with a fourth order RK tempo-
ral discretization scheme. These schemes are able to
capture both smooth and non-smooth solutions, thus
being really suitable for the Hall dynamics.

We tested the code through a set of benchmark
initial data, showing that different versions of well-
known third-order and fifth-order schemes, belong-
ing to the WENO and FDOC families, reproduce the
Hall waves smooth analytical solutions with the ex-
pected accuracy. In other tests regarding the resistive
and ambipolar terms, the convergence is limited to
an order of about two, probably due to the numerical
discretization of the curl operator used for the calcu-
lation of the current. Third-order schemes seem in
general much more stable than fifth-order ones.

The novelty of our code lies in: (i) the use of
a Cartesian 3D grid to solve at the same time all
the regions of the star, including the magnetosphere;
(ii) the efficient implementation, using high-order
numerical schemes, on the infrastructure SAMRAI
which allows for high-scalability parallelization and
AMR [38, 55]; (iii) the divergence cleaning method to
ensure the constraint ~∇ · ~B = 0; (iv) the generaliza-
tion of the induction equation, including all possible
terms that can act, either independently or combined.

We have checked that the 3D Cartesian grid works
well in axisymmetric cases, and we performed an
extended battery of checks to ensure that the well-
known dynamics are correctly recovered. Also, al-
though we only showed a simple illustrative case for
simplicity, we underline that our code is able to man-
age an arbitrary number of dynamically refined lay-
ers, with an arbitrary refinement factor. These fea-
tures might allow us to extend the external domain
far away from the surface, and still resolve very accu-
rately the most dynamical regions. This work paves
the way for future 3D studies of the evolution of mag-
netic fields in neutron stars. We note that, in most
tests presented here, we set the resistivity to zero,
to challenge the numerical platform with an extreme
case. Furthermore, we have not explored the param-
eter space of initial configurations of magnetic field,
which could certainly be very different from the ones
here assumed.

Similarly, the crust-magnetosphere coupling has
been briefly faced for one case, but it will be the main
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focus of a follow-up paper. Following the ideas pro-
posed by [64], we will explore the applications of the
magneto-frictional method, in order to have a smooth
connection with a magnetospheric configuration, and,
notably, to study quantities like the rate of magnetic
energy transferred to the magnetosphere, possibly re-
lated to the observed magnetar outburst activity.

In subsequent works, we aim at studying the long-
term evolution for realistic profiles of the coefficients
fd, fh, fa. In particular, it will be interesting to
explore the interior evolution under 3D ambipolar-
dominated dynamics and the appearance of crustal
small-scale magnetic structures, which could possibly
be associated with the hotspots commonly inferred
from the X-ray observations of isolated neutron stars.
In order to do this, we will need to couple the temper-
ature evolution, i.e., solving a parabolic PDE, taking
into account the feedback between magnetic field and
thermal evolution.

The platform Simflowny is easily adaptable to in-
clude the coupled fluid equations if needed, thus this
code could actually be applied to other scenarios
where Hall and ambipolar dynamics are relevant, in-
cluding proto-planetary formation, molecular clouds,
or the long-term magnetic evolution of other sources
like exoplanets and white dwarfs.
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Appendix A. Discretized current

We tried with different prescription of the current.
Note that its definition, eq. (3), can be discretized in
two ways: either by a direct finite difference in the
two direction, or applying the Stokes theorem and
giving some prescription for the circulation Ckl of the
magnetic field (where (k, l) is the plane perpendicular
to the current component Jm that we are calculating,
and i, j identify their correspondent discretized posi-
tion along the two directions). The circulation can
be chosen by considering the line integral along the
square centerd in the point i, j, with sides given by
2∆xi, 2∆xj , i.e., the square delimited by the 8 clos-
est points of the grid in the plane: the values at the
center and corners of the four sides. In general, the
line integral can be evaluated as:

Jm = εklmCkl (A.1)

Ckl = {ws[Bl(i+ 1, j − 1)−Bl(i− 1, j − 1)]

+wc[Bl(i+ 1, j)−Bl(i− 1, j)]

+ws[Bl(i+ 1, j + 1)−Bl(i+ 1, j − 1)]}
−{ws[Bk(i− 1, j + 1)−Bk(i− 1, j − 1)]

+wc[Bk(i, j + 1)−Bk(i, j − 1)]

+ws[Bk(i+ 1, j + 1)−Bk(i+ 1, j − 1)]}

ws and wc the non-negative weights to the side and
central neighbours, respectively, so that 2ws+wc = 1.
We tested different combination of weights within the
range wc ∈ [0, 1]. When comparing the errors in the
following tests, we noted that the convergence order
does not depend on the choice of such parameters,
and the relative errors are minimized for the choice
wc = 1, ws = 0, which is actually the purely finite
difference scheme with no correction coming from the
corner neighbours. This can be explained by the fact
that the inclusion of the values of the corner means
that we are including a correction in one direction
(let us say, k), when evaluating the finite difference
along the perpendicular direction (l). In this sense,
the form of the curl operator is intrinsically different
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from a nth-order derivative operator acting in one di-
rection only: for the latter, extending the stencil in
the direction in a proper way improves the accuracy.
We also note that enlarging the number of stencil
points for the finite difference version (wc = 1) makes
the code very unstable.

A potentially interesting alternative is to evolve the
current density ~J independently, instead of defining
it by eq. (3). By taking the curl to eq. 6, we obtain
the following equation in the non-conservative form

∂ ~J

∂t
− ~∇(~∇ · ~E) = −∇2 ~E (A.2)

where ~E is given by eq. 5. The flux term con-
tains first-order derivatives, and the source term has
second-order derivatives of the variables. This makes
the code resulted very unstable with our HRSC meth-
ods, thus making this formulation not apt for the nu-
merical techniques here employed.

Appendix B. Some extensions to the charac-
teristic analysis of the system

Appendix B.1. Particular solutions in Cartesian co-
ordinates

If we particularize the general characteristic solu-
tions (10)-(11) to a Cartesian coordinate system, by
assuming Bok 6= 0, we may chose:

~k =
k√
2

(x̂+ ŷ) , ~Bo = Box̂ (B.1)

(i.e. an angle 45◦ between ~k and ~Bo)
4. A straightfor-

ward calculation then yields,

~B±1 = 2fh(x̂− ŷ) +

[
faBo ∓

√
f2aB

2
o − 8f2h

]
ẑ

iω± = k2
{
fd +

3

4
faB

2
o ±

Bo
4

√
f2aB

2
o − 8f2h

}
which in the ideal case, fd = fa = 0 (selecting the
“+” wave-mode), we can re-write as:

~B = Bo x̂+B1

[
x̂− ŷ + i

√
2 ẑ
]
e
i
(
k√
2
(x+y)−ωt

)

where ω = fhk
2Bo/

√
2. This is equivalent to the

initial data of the whistler test eq. (24), by setting

4Notice there is no loss of generality by adopting this par-
ticular choice and it could be generalized easily, as long as
~k · ~Bo 6= 0.

t = 0, kx ≡ k/
√

2; vω ≡ ω/kx, and taking just the real
part. The solution consists of a circularly polarized
wave in the plane perpendicular to x̂+ ŷ.

Another interesting solution can be found by look-
ing at the case ~k ‖ ~Bo (i.e. ~Bop = 0). Thus,

~k = kx̂ , ~Bo = Box̂ (B.2)

leading to the damped whistler wave described by,

~B = Bo x̂+B1 [ŷ + iẑ] ei(kx−ωht)e−t/τd

with ωh = fhk
2Bok being the whistler frequency of

the propagation and 1/τd = k2
(
fd + faB

2
o

)
control-

ling the parabolic decay.

Appendix B.2. Non-homogeneous coefficients

If we relax the assumption of high-frequency limit,
we can consider more general solutions to the lin-
earized problem by studying equations with non-
negligible gradients of the coefficients: fd = fd(~x),
fa = fa(~x) or fh = fh(~x).

Let us define the gradient as, ~H := ~∇fh. Then, the
general equation we need to solve is:

iω ~B1 = ωd ~B1p − ωh ~B1q + fak
2( ~Bo · ~B1q) ~Boq

+ik
[
( ~H · ~Bo) ~B1q − ( ~H · ~B1q) ~Bo

]
(B.3)

where we have used again that ωh = fhk
2Bok and

ωd = k2
(
fd + faB

2
o

)
. This leads to a complicated

dispersion relation for the physical modes of the sys-
tem, namely:

(X + ikHoq)
(
X + fak

2B2
op

)
+ Y (Y − ikHop) = 0

where X := iω−ωd, Y := ωh− ikHkBok and Hop/q ≡
~H · ~Bop/q. Note it is a quadratic system for X, but
with complex coefficients. To our knowledge, there is
no trivial generic solution.

We shall then particularize the above system to
some interesting cases within the Hall MHD approx-
imation (fd = fa = 0), setting the propagation di-
rection orthogonal to both ~Bo and ~H. In this case
the dispersion relation reduces to ω(ω + kHoq) = 0,
thus recovering the so-called Hall drift mode (see [9]),
which can be written,

~B1 = ~Hq , ω = −kHoq (B.4)

It might be relevant to note that within Hall MHD
there are no allowed solutions that propagate along
the fh gradient, i.e. ~k ‖ ~H.
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